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Camera Scanner turns your mobile into an incredible scanner.Use your Camera as a high definition scanner. Take a picture of any paper documents and digitize it. Easily share the scanned documents via Email, Cloud Print, fax or upload them to Cloud storage.

Features
* Fast Document scanning
* Auto photo enhancing
* Smart cropping
* Share scanned file with people nearby
Updated on
9 Jul 2019
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Data safety
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region and age The developer provided this information and may update it over time.This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, App activity and 2 others


No data collectedLearn more about how developers declare collection


Data is encrypted in transit

Data canâ€™t be deleted


See details
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16 April 2020
This app deserves a review. So, my friend sent me a "document" but it was really just photos of the papers taken at weird angles with bad lighting. I was able to use this app to morph the pages so the letters were all neat and uniform, and turn a bunch of pictures into a proper PDF in a matter of minutes. Obviously better pictures yield better results, but with what I had, I'm very impressed with this app.
331 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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4 February 2021
It's a good app, sometimes you need to scan a photograph. And other scanning apps that we are using doesn't give good output in the case of scanning a photograph ( as this needs high dpi ). This app does absolutely the perfect image scanning. Advice : Please focus on documents scanning also as people focus on integrated apps. Good work. Best wishes ðŸ˜Š
273 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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26 November 2020
I hate the cropping option that appears after I take the photo. But the pic comes clear and the app is easy to use. And after i take the pic it shows the photo with a dark filter everytime, so i have to change it to normal filter. But I put 4 stars because this app has less MB than others and its not complicated.
118 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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ddoztechnologies@gmail.com




placeAddress
DDoz Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Nirmala center,
Muvattupuzha
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Cam Scanner
BlackGD
4.6star





QuickScan: Document Scanner
Technostacks Infotech Private Limited
3.8star





PDF Document Scanner-NetraScan
Netra Scan Technologies PVT LTD
4.6star





Genius Scan Enterprise
The Grizzly Labs
4.8star
$24.99




Document Scanner - PDF, OCR
Wazeem
4.5star





Genius Scan - PDF Scanner
The Grizzly Labs
4.8star
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